Levels of spatial segregation in Western European cities are persistent over space and time. To demonstrate the degree or appearance of spatial segregation, most studies on urban residential patterns still rely on fixed spatial units, aspatial measures and single scales. However, a spatial or temporal comparison of patterns and levels of segregation based on such units or metrics is not without problems. To that end, this paper takes an explicit geographic approach and considers individualized neighborhoods using EquiPop-software, allowing various scales. Using the k-nearest neighbors for all individuals increases international comparability and facilitates interpretation, so far often hampered in segregation research. This multiscalar, multigroup comparative approach on ethnic urban geographies -using Belgium as a case study -provides an empirical illustration of a valuable method and tool applicable in segregation research, thereby furthering the comprehension of the increasingly diverse urban geographies and building on emerging work in the US, Europe and beyond.
Introduction
The continuous rise in and diversification of Europe's immigrant population over the past couple of decades has ushered the public and political concern regarding the integration of (new) migrant communities into host societies. These include political, economic and social challenges (de la Rica, Glitz, & Ortega, 2015) . The process of migrant integration occurs through a variety of social interactions and inter-ethnic encounters in numerous domains (van Ham & Tammaru, 2016) . Despite the relatively low levels of segregation in European cities compared to those in the US (Marcińczak, Musterd, van Ham, & Tammaru, 2015) , the lack of socio-spatial mobility opportunities resulted into more secluded immigrant communities in cities. The latter is often believed to hamper social, cultural, economic and political integration and participation (Musterd, 2003 (Musterd, -2005 . The ideal of ethnic (and social) mix has become popular among policy makers and various attempts have been made in order to translate the ideal into a variety of policies aimed at reducing ethnic concentration and encouraging intercultural contacts (for a typology of desegregation policies see Bolt, 2009) . Critical evaluation of these policies and subsequent area-based programs, however, raises further question whether these interventions are suitable to tackle social urban issues related to ethnic concentration and segregation (Andersson & Musterd, 2005; Bolt, 2009 ). By overemphasizing the neighborhood level, many of the implemented policies fail to acknowledge the complexity of residential context's influence on individual outcomes in multiple geographic and social dimensions (Galster, 2001; Sharkey & Faber, 2014) . Even when tackled at the neighborhood level, segregation could still be present at lower (streets/blocks) or higher spatial levels (specific areas of the city).
and multilevel approaches suitable for assessing multigroup and multiscale segregation simultaneously (Jones, Johnston, Manley, Owen, & Charlton, 2015) . Furthermore, in yet another approach different criteria of geographical distance and density are used to construct circular, egocentric neighborhoods after which indices that reflect the separation between groups at various scales can be calculated .
Besides the fact that these new approaches can better capture the complexity of the urban structure and the processes that shape urban geography, they have also generated a fundamental debate revolving around methods and interpretation of segregation patterns and levels over time and space.
In this paper, we aim to address these issues by applying an individualized neighborhood approach based on population size (Östh, Clark, & Malmberg, 2015; Östh, Malmberg, & Andersson, 2014) . By focusing on measures of population composition that refer to populations of similar size, we attempt to unravel and compare ethnic geographies across cities, scales and migrant populations. We focus on the case of Belgium, a country with a long-standing migration history similar to many north-western European countries (Van Mol & de Valk, 2016) . Since the majority of the migrant population is concentrated in urban areas, we study ethnic segregation levels of the five largest Belgian urban areas.
Our spatial analysis, using comprehensive 2011 administrative census data, focuses on for which literature provides manifold illustrations (e.g. Johnston, Forrest, Jones, & Manley, 2016; Lee et al., 2008; Reardon et al., 2008) . Measuring spatial fragmentation based on predefined areal units is confronted with the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) , that is, issues concerning zoning and aggregation of data (Openshaw, 1984) .
Comparability of segregation patterns and measurements is far from straightforward since the resulting measures depend on how these fixed areas are defined.
The divergence between cities' population composition and structure makes interurban comparison of ethnic segregation even more difficult to interpret. In the case of Belgium, the urban expansion of medieval trading towns since the 19 th century was accompanied with a steady population growth, though, at different rates for the various cities. The diversity in industrial and economic developments led to a divergent spatial expansion due to varying mobility patterns (Van der Haegen, Brulard, Kesteloot, & Vanneste, 1992) . The dissimilar urban development resulted in quite distinctive urban structures, with regards to local economies, urban planning, housing markets, etc. As a consequence, ethnic groups are unevenly presented and distributed across various urban areas (Calliez, 2009) . The different urban, institutional and structural frameworks as well as ethnic-specific spatial patterns remain under-researched so far and, therefore, encourage to use a multiscalar and explicit geographic approach to improve our understanding of these phenomena.
In this paper, we start from the concept of 'bespoke' neighborhoods (Bolster et al., 2007; MacAllister et al., 2001) and 'threshold analysis' (Johnston, Poulsen, & Forrest, 2002 -2004 . Segregation patterns are analyzed using segregation measures based on individualized neighborhoods defined by the population size (Östh et al., 2015) . The egocentric scalable neighborhoods, which act as our basic spatial units to compute measures of ethnic segregation, have not been applied to Belgium so far.
Starting with individualized neighborhoods we apply two segregation measures.
First, we refer to the Location Quotient (LQ) (Brown & Chung, 2006) , which allows studying ethnic sorting processes and the resulting urban landscape from a more local point of view, while accounting for urban-specific population composition. In portraying spatial outliers to scale. No single index up to date, however, was able to capture all aspects of segregation. To identify the clustering-exposure dimension of ethnic segregation withal, we therefore rely on the Spatial Isolation index (SI). This dimension of segregation refers to the extent to which a group shares a neighborhood with similar others; hence, groups and people are geographically represented in a cluster of either low or high exposure (Brown & Chung, 2006; Massey & Denton, 1988) . The use of individualized neighborhoods allows the evaluation of exposure at various scales, that is "the probability of encountering representatives for different population groups if individuals are chosen randomly from the buffer population" (Östh et al., 2015, p. 5) .
Extensive research on neighborhoods and localities have addressed the issue of places being a function of various mechanisms that simultaneously manifest itself at different scales (Ainsworth, 2002; Fowler, 2016; Galster, 2001) . Social processes and relevant interactions occur at fine-grained levels between individual actors within the experienced neighborhood or immediate residential environment, as well as in the wider neighborhood or urban area. When studying ethnic segregation, one needs to account for these multiple scales, actors and residential locations.
Ethnic and spatial diversity
Ethnic diversity is a key feature of contemporary population change and increasingly complex ethnic geographies in urban areas (Catney, 2016) . As the majority of the migrant population settle down in urban areas, the diversity of the urban population is self-evident (Zorlu & Mulder, 2008) . Like many European cities, Belgian urban regions face substantial social, ethnic and geographic discrepancies. In his interstate comparison of ethnic and socio-economic segregation in Europe, Musterd (2005) illustrates that observed levels of segregation in some Belgian urban localities are among the highest in Europe. Studies have documented the persistence of ethnic segregation in all major cities, but are believed to be most pronounced in the Brussels capital (e.g. Van Hamme, Wertz, & Biot, 2011) . However, since most of these studies are based on fixed spatial units ('statistical sectors' or neighborhoods as defined by Statistics Belgium), they suffer from composition problems and comparisons between cities are difficult to make.
The specific migration history and migrant settlement patterns at least partly determine the urban ethnic geographies in Belgium also today. Within the wide range of countries of origin and motives for migration to Belgium, there is a clear distinction between the wealthier immigrants and those who have not accumulated high levels of human or economic capital prior to migration (for an overview of Belgium's migration history see Appendix 1). The ethnic segregation literature stresses the role of individual and household resources (Bajari & Kahn, 2005) and the ability to realize residential aspirations within specific (financial) constraints and opportunities (i.e. spatial assimilation [Massey, 1985] ). In the Belgian context, it is mainly former labor migrants and migrants from less developed countries that are in a precarious situation due to the low socio-economic position at arrival. These groups experience difficulties entering (and staying in) the labor market and, as a result, obtain lower levels of income (Phalet & Swyngedouw, 2003) . Hence, these migrants face severe obstacles to social mobility, thereby hampering socio-economic, residential and cultural integration. Inevitably, lacking opportunities to realize their residential preferences contribute to the persistence of spatial disparities in terms of socio-economic and ethnic characteristics (Bailey, 2012) .
For those who face most barriers, settlement near co-ethnics might be(come) the dominant strategy to realize residential preferences (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) . This results in ethnic communities, rich in cultural-specific resources and accessible and plentiful information, making spatial integration superfluous to some extent.
Residential preferences are very heterogeneous and so is the spatial distribution of dwellings across urban space (Bajari & Kahn, 2005) . In the case of Belgium, because of the liberal private housing market and the well-nigh complete absence of social housing in urban areas, the availability of accessible and affordable housing has a major role in steering migrant populations towards certain neighborhoods (and explains their absence in others). This is in line with the top-down view of structural and institutional theories (allied to the place stratification model of Massey, 1985) , which stress the role of institutional barriers and the existence of economic, social and political inequalities in reproducing/shaping residential segregation along ethnic (or social) lines.
The spatial appearance of residential sorting mechanisms is likely to depend on the size of the urban area, the available housing stock and the presence and characteristics of minorities. A direct test of the extent to which individual preferences and characteristics as well as institutional contexts have actually contributed to the observed urban geographies is impossible with the census data we use here. Nevertheless, we explore the spatial outcomes of the interplay between these determinants at various scales, considering that 'migrant origin' is a good proxy indicator of the opportunities and constraints people face in life. In this way our analyses can provide important insights into the spatial segregation of different migrant origin groups in diverse urban areas. It may serve as a stepping stone for future research looking into individual settlement decision-making processes by using other types of data.
Data and Methodology
The aim of this study is to evaluate ethnic geographies in five Belgian urban metropoles using individualized neighborhoods that explicitly allow for multiple scales. These individualized or bespoke neighborhoods are neighborhoods with varying size, centered around the individual location considering the k-nearest neighbors (Östh et al., 2015) .
Egocentric spatial contexts thus are defined by the composition and geographic distribution of a person's nearest neighbors. In order to compute the k-nearest neighbors,
we use the EquiPop-software (Östh, 2014) . This tool for handling geographical information allows the use of more detailed locations other than tracts, blocks or wards An iterative stepwise procedure estimates the spatial distribution of all population groups constructed by expanding a geographical buffer around each grid center until the buffer contains a predetermined number of neighbors k. Our interurban comparison considers population thresholds k equal to 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1,600; 3,200; 6,400 and 12,800. Thus, for every grid, nine differently sized bespoke neighborhoods come out of the procedure. The use of population criteria rather than a distance criterion assures divergent population densities being accounted for (Östh et al., 2015) . The more detailed and visualized description of the software application is presented in Östh et al. (2014) . 
Source: 2011 Census, authors' calculations using Equipop
In a second step, ethnic segregation in bespoke neighborhoods is measured using with k being the number of nearest neighbors and xi,k the number of ethnic minority members in area i among the k nearest neighbors. Since our detailed analyses provide a wide range of information at different levels, we only discuss the most remarkable findings on ethnic geographies and segregation (full details on all five cities, seven origin groups and nine scales are available upon request from the first author).
Belgian metropolitan cities in a nutshell

Results
Ethnic geographies: a local and scalable perspective
First we focus on the Location Quotients of the origin groups in all five cities, exploring differences in local ethnic representations relative to their overall presence in the respective city. LQ treats each neighborhood independently, hence illustrating the singleunit concentrations (Brown & Chung, 2006) . The use of egocentric neighborhoods allows the computation of the group-specific LQs for a wide range of scales, thereby to some extent identifying ethnic 'clusters' with an increasing scale. To avoid any ambiguities we will refer to 'ethnic concentrations' when exploring the geographic patterns revealed by the LQ at any scale. However, within these macro-areas of settlement, small ethnic enclaves are visible.
Eastern Europeans (Fig. 6 , bottom row) show high density areas at any scale. Although overrepresented in inner-city areas, this migrant population tends to be more spatially dispersed throughout the city at meso-and macro-levels, that is, less LQs are significantly below 0.85. Similar geographies are observed in Charleroi (Appendix 3, bottom row). 
Source: 2011 Census, authors' calculations using Equipop
Migrant segregation is also generated by the residential patterns of the nativeborn. Figure 7 show the LQs of natives in the five cities considering the 6,400 nearest neighbors. The maps reveal that natives to a great extent are represented in the individualized neighborhoods similar to what would be expected relative to their presence in the entire urban area. They tend to avoid ethnic dense areas, often inner-city areas, where Turks, Moroccans and Eastern Europeans are significantly overrepresented (as illustrated above). This is most pronounced in the case of Brussels. 
Living isolated at various scales 
Discussion and conclusion
This study takes a geographic and multiscalar approach to compare ethnic segregation in five Belgian urban areas considering egocentric neighborhoods. Geocoded grid (census) data were used to compute aggregated spatial measures (Location Quotient and Isolation Index), based on individualized neighborhoods with user-defined population thresholds.
In this way the paper addressed the current concerns on social cohesion and fragmentation in urban areas related to increasing diversity of European populations. Overall, our findings draw attention to the value of using easily interpretable segregation measures that account for complex geographies and divergent urban populations, while allowing for various scales. The results demonstrate that ethnic segregation may (or may not) exist at multiple levels at the same time. This suggests that the process of (growing) spatial polarization in cities is attributable to both individual and collective behavior, migrant group composition and histories to locations, and institutional agency within the broader economic, political, cultural and social context. If we want to understand the heterogeneous spatial outcomes and differential chances of meeting individuals belonging to different ethnic groups, the utilized approach appears to indicate that nearest neighbors and scalable neighborhoods are useful ways of providing more insight into these issues.
In part, the various spatial patterns reflect the extent to which spatially based attributes, that are differently valued by different population groups, are unequally distributed over space and cover locations of various size or scale (Galster, 2001 Importantly however, neighborhoods can be considered as places to establish contacts with nearby others. To that end, this paper has approached the concept of 'nearness' through neighborhoods based on one's nearest neighbors, rather than spatial distance or social distance (Kearns & Parkinson, 2001 ). The use of egocentric neighborhoods to depict the presence or absence of people with particular characteristics as presented in this study, offers a powerful new framework for understanding how ethnic geographies and segregation vary. Our Belgian case-study shows the relevance of scale and space when drawing upon the general assumption that places and nearby people matter. This approach may be useful to study urban geographies in other European countries and beyond. Hence, the method provides a viable starting point to further explore how individual behavior and context-specific social opportunities and barriers at different levels shape residential outcomes of people and thus of social interactions in urban spaces.
In the Belgian case the Brussels-Capital Region clearly stands out as being different. This may be related to the specific composition of the migrant population (including both a variety of non-western and European origins) and their migration history. The extent to which this also holds for other capitals across Europe can be discussed but at least warrants further comparative studies to point at similarities and differences.
In our view, the complementary use of two segregation indexes proved highly useful as in this way we better capture the connection between urban-specific population compositions, geographic dispersion within cities and chances of meeting people with similar backgrounds. The Spatial Isolation index confirmed that low-scale isolation is well above the levels of isolation at meso-and macro-levels, for all minorities in all cities.
This partly substantiates with earlier findings of Johnston et al. (2016) , who found for Australia that most ethnic groups are more isolated at the micro-as well as the macrolevel than at the meso-scale. The extent to which isolation varies by scale is more outspoken for some groups and some cities (e.g. Turks and Eastern Europeans in Ghent, and Moroccans in Brussels) than it was for the others in our study. Isolation appears modest, however, sometimes in disagreement with the values of the Location Quotient.
The index of Spatial Isolation, being measured on a city level, is not independent of the relative size of an ethnic group within the respective urban populations, nor does it explore the ethnic geographies that shape opportunities to encounter own-group members in the surrounding residential environment, regardless of the fact that we relied on scalable neighborhoods to compute the index.
In this paper we took a multiple comparative approach to explore ethnic geographies and testing theories of spatial segregation. The here applied method is extremely useful for studying spatial patterns at multiple scales from an ethnic-and location-specific point of view. It challenges traditional theories related to segregation and encourages to a more nuanced view on how different mechanisms interact in shaping segregation among different groups and localities. Segregation by disadvantage -or advantage in the case of more affluent migrants and natives -seems to be a major force in shaping ethnic geographies in Belgian cities. Overall, (dis)advantaged groups were found to be overrepresented in many small neighborhoods (around 50-100 nearest neighbors), located in particular segments (indicated by k-values above 3,200) of the city.
Meanwhile, they are absent from other city segments. These patterns provide an illustration of how initial settlement areas expand as more recent migrants arrive, however, seemingly not altering the restraints bounding residential settlement. To get a better view on how residential segregation patterns change over generations and time, longitudinal data including sufficient first-and second-generation migrants, as well as their migration histories and socio-demographic characteristics, are needed. So far, data are not available to conduct this type of analyses. Our work does, however, show that generally the Turkish and Moroccan communities and less wealthy origin groups have ended up in the 19 th century areas of the Belgian cities, with the least attractive housing stock, that is, the cheapest, oldest and most poorly-equipped dwellings (Kesteloot & Cortie, 1998) . Nevertheless, there has been a firm increase in owner-occupation within the Turkish and Moroccan communities (Kesteloot & Cortie, 1998) . Homeownership is an investment that has a long-projected lifespan and is spatially fixed, making the neighborhoods of these emergency buyers very durable (Galster, 2001) . This potentially new 'ethnic' segment of the housing market may reinforce self-selection of newly arrived migrants into these neighborhoods. This is particularly likely in the Belgian context, characterized by a liberal housing market with few available public dwellings. In this regard the findings may be specific for Belgium and could operate differently in countries where housing markets work in another way and in which for example public housing is more important. Comparative (cross country) studies are needed to assess these patterns and the role of the housing market further.
Our analyses also illustrated how neighborhood boundaries are similar at the micro-, meso-and macro-levels for some migrant populations. We found evidence of some groups sharing the same urban space (for example Turks and Eastern Europeans in Moreover, even if immigrant populations live more dispersed across the city, small clusters can still emerge (Musterd, 2005 Willaert, 2012) , which could point towards a very slow or delayed spatial integration. All in all, it is plausible to assume that the often precarious socio-economic position of 'newly' arrived migrants makes them highly dependent of those already present in the host country. Nevertheless, from our analyses, it seems that, irrespective of the extent to which migrants sort themselves into neighborhoods, residential avoidance of the native population with regards to ethnic enclaves, contributes significantly to the observed spatial separation at any geographical scale. The extent, however, to which the existence of pronounced concentrations areas using multiscalar individualized neighborhoods ceteris paribus then enhances an increased potential for being attractive among the respective ethnic groups or heightens native outmigration, would be a valuable future extension to our work.
Despite the contributions we have made in this article, some limitations need to be mentioned. First, our analysis does not allow to draw conclusions on the underlying mechanisms that cause segregation, nor does it make any statements on the potential outcomes of segregation. Nonetheless, it underlines the multiscalar nature of segregation, which should be considered in research on spatial fragmentation. It also cautions against generalizations of people and places. Second, the socio-economic deprivation of minority populations is deeply rooted within the urban spatial structure in Belgium and, therefore, might blur the interpretation of ethnic geographies (Musterd, 2005) . Hence, we suggest ethnic and socio-economic indicators to be considered simultaneously in future studies.
Third, our focus on first-generation migrants tends to simplify reality. In this way we don't do justice to the growing share of those of migrant origin that were born in Belgium but may still face ethnic segregation. Also, given that dynamic processes underlie ethnic geographies (Simpson, 2005) , (the lack of) social and residential integration of different generations of migrant origin in our analyses may either result in an under-or overestimation of segregation. Fourth, ideally, individual geocoded data should be used if we want to avoid any MAUP related issues. The use of grids as we did in this study still involves the implicit assumption that individuals who live near one another but in different areal units, are more distant from each other than those living on opposite sides in the same spatial unit (Reardon & O'Sullivan, 2004) . Regardless, the use of 200x200m grids was needed to balance out low counts for some ethnic groups in some neighborhoods. The likelihood of excluding the more distant individuals from outside the city when pooling neighborhood populations therefore increases with an increasing k.
Even though this issue remains problematic for grid populations near water and woods (e.g. the Zoniën-forest in Brussels, the harbor of Antwerp and Ghent), industrial sites (e.g.
in Charleroi) or in border areas (e.g. Antwerp), the overall densely populated geography of Belgium in this sense limits potential large bias. Finally, the utilization of scalable egocentric neighborhoods does not provide an ideal scale of segregation measurement, nor does it identify what it is exactly that a neighborhood means to its inhabitants or to others. Future research on ethnic geographies and segregation should further explore the k-nearest neighbors approach in evaluating the causes and consequences of segregation in urban and rural areas.
To sum up, this study illustrated the variability of ethnic segregation between migrant origin groups, places and scale by using individualized neighborhoods. We revealed some important patterns using full population data on Belgium and showed that an ethnic-, location-and scale-specific approach is indispensable to advance our understanding on ethnic geographies and segregation. This could be a stimulating starting point for further work on comparisons across other European countries with different migration histories, housing policies and settlement patterns. By carrying the work in this field further, we can start understanding how segregation is impacting individual lives and life outcomes.
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